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Campus Chest
Committee Sets
U gly M an Hunt
Cooperating with the Campus Chest
campaign to raise funds for several
New Hampshire charities, the Theta
Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi Om ega will
sponsor an U gly Man Contest from
M onday, Mar. 15, through Friday, Mar.
19. H ousing units will have the oppor
tunity to sponsor faculty members as
candidates and they may campaign -for
him. T h e candidates may appear in
costume throughout the week and may
also sell votes. Supporters may wear
badges, pins, or other symbols in his
behalf.
The campaign will begin on the even
ing of Monday, Mar. 15, with a parade
through town followed by a rally at
the Notch. V oting will then continue
throughout the week with polling sta
tions being operated at the N otch and
under T-Hall arch. Characitures of
the candidates drawn by P olly Davis
will assist the voters in making their
selections. One of the unique features
of the election will be' the encourage
ment of ballot-box stuffing. Votes will
be sold at a penny each to one hundred
and fifty for a dollar.
The winner will be announced on
March 20 at the Bill Smith Dance.
.Prizes will be presented by Alpha Phi
Omega, including an U gly Man M ug
and an U gly Man Key.
Although this will be first such con
test to be held on the U N H campus,
the U gly Man idea is not new. Such
campaigns have been run annually at
many colleges and universities through
out the country and have been very
successful fund-raisers. Little Missouri
Valley College averaged $4.00 per stu
dent as a result of the contest, while
at larger Michigan State, $2,400 was
raised.

Blue Key Schedules
Stunt Night Tryouts
Tryouts for Blue K ey’s annual Stunt
Night program, to be held at New
Hampshire Hall next Friday night, will
open Tuesday .night in the same audi
torium as housing units compete to De
entered in the annual competition.
It was also announced by President
Leighton Gilman that the University
of New Hampshire Concert Band, un
der the direction of Prof. David M.
Smith, will be heard between the eight
skits that will be presented.
Tickets for Stunt Night will be on
sale early next week at the W i1dcat
and the Bookstore, and will be sold for
35 cents. Tickets may also be purchased
at the door.
Entries for the program will be ac
cepted until tom orrow night, Feb. 26,
by President Gilman who can be reach
ed at Theta Chi. At this writing, six
housing units have been entered, in
cluding Chi Omega, which has won the
competition for 10 straight years; Kap
pa Delta, Sigma Beta, Acacia, Kappa
Sigma, and Theta Chi, winner of last
year’s men’s division trophy.
Trophies will be awarded to the tw o
housing units in each division which
totaled the largest number of points as
compiled by off-campus judges. Judg
ing will be based upon originality and
coordination of presentation, good taste
and crowd reaction, according to recently
announced rules.
Stunts will be between eight and
12 minutes long.

Dr. Zerby Speaking
A t Student Church
Dr. Raym ond Zerby, chaplain o f
Bates College, Lewiston, Maine, and
head of the department of the humani
ties. will be guest minister at the Stu
dent Church on Sunday, Feb. 28, at
11 a.m. in Murkland Auditorium. Dr.
Zerby is noted for the long series of
summer European tours which he and
his wife have conducted for New Eng
land college students. Corelating his
work in humanities with the abund
ant cultural and artistic resources of
European cities, Dr. Zerby has worked
out an itinerary which includes most
o f the famous cathedrals, historic
shrines, and works of art in central
Europe.
^
The choir for student chapel, with
46 voices, now has an almost complete
roster of parts for all voices. Those
still wishing to apply must see P ro
fessor Bratton before next Friday. R e
hearsals are held in Murkland Hall, Fri
day evenings at 6:30 p.m. Houses wish
ing to be included in the schedule for
ushers should speak to Rev. Hayden as
soon as possible as the number of open
Sundays for corporate groups is limited.

P R IC E — S E V E N C E N T S

Little Nepotism Found
A t First Investigation
Conclusions To Be Disclosed
A t Senate Meeting Monday

,

N ot much “ nepotism ” was uncovered at the Student Senate in
vestigations o f T h e N ew H am pshire and the Granite last Thursday,
but a supplem entary investigation disclosed that the yearbook at
least has been pretty carefully “ con trolled” for the past five years.
T h e Senate join t constitutions and budget com m ittee, which
has been investigating charges of fraternity control of elections to
campus organizations, will report on the results of its investigations

A N Y ‘N E P O T IS M ’ ? — Tom Steen, chairman of the Student Senate com
mittee investigating nepotism in campus organizations, looks on as Calvin Canney, editor of the Granite, explains the method used in the selection of staff
members of the campus yearbook. The committee investigating possible favor
itism in the selection of choice positions will report its findings at the next
Senate meeting.
(P h oto by Ford).

Something New

Voting Monday For M e n ’s
House Council Positions
Residents of seven men’ s dormitories
will vote this M onday for representa
tives to the newly-installed judiciary
House Councils. After a briefing on the
purpose of the new dormitory judiciary
boards at house meetings tonight, the
dorm residents will pick an elected
member from each floor of their dormi
tories, to make up part of each judici
ary board.
A new departure in student govern
ment at the housing unit level, the
House Councils will be com posed of
the house officers of the individual
dormitories, plus one elected represen
tative from each floor of the dormitory.
House directors will act as ex-officio
members of the judiciary boards.
“ This is an attempt to bring student
government into the housing unit,”
Chuck Phillips, president of I n t e r D orm itory Council, said. “ I urge every
dormitory resident to get -behind these

elections, and get men on the House
Councils that can give the new plan
the character it deserves.”
According to the ID C resolution thatset up the new boards, the House
Councils will take over police duties
formerly exercised by H ouse Directors,
and will form a link in the student judi
ciary boards now under Student Senate.
“ The new H ouse Councils will work
directly with Men’ s Judiciary board” ,
Phillips explained. “ They will handle
disciplinary cases arising from dormi
tory residence, and the severest penalty
will be referral to MJB for direct ac
tion. ”
The constitution of the new judici
ary councils will be incorporated into
the Senate files, it is planned. This
move will recognize them as a direct
extension of student government in
disciplinary cases, the ID C president
said.

Sixty Appointed To Serve A s
’54 Freshman Camp Counselors
Sixty students have been chosen to serve on the counseling staff
of the 1954 Freshman Camp, according to an announcem ent by CoD irectors James Shira and Paula Cyphert. T he nom inations of the
students were made by Shira and M iss Cyphert, along with R obert
H icks and Sylvia H urlock, H ead Counselors, and were confirmed
by the Freshman Camp P olicy Board last week.

Norris Browne Is
I F C President;
Banquet Planned

The Co-Directors stated that a record
number o f 200 students had applied for
the staff and that “ unfortunately many
with excellent potential for counseling
positions had to be refused.” Immediate
ly following the appointments, an inten
sive training program will begin for the
counselors. A week-end conference at
Rolling Ridge has been planned for March
27-28. The camp itself will be held Sep
tember 10 through 13 at Camp Fatima
near Gilmanton, N. H.
A New Structure
In order to insure complete inter-faith
participation, the Policy Board govern
ing the operation of Freshman Camp has
been revised recently, according to Mr.
Edward D. Eddy, Jr., re-elected Faculty
Advisor to the Camp. A new structure to
provide for equal representation as mem
bers of the board and as program ad
visors to the camp of the four chaplains
on the campus has been provided.
Mr. Eddy declared that “ we are deeply
indebted to the roles which the Christian
Association and its chaplains have played
in previous camps, and we look forward
to their continued participation.” He went
on to say that “ the camp now prepresents
the first major inter-faith project on the
campus. It is heartening to see Jews,
Catholics, and Protestants working to
gether on this important task of intro
ducing freshmen to the values of their
university experience” .
Mr. Paul H. Mclntire Jr., director of
counseling, who has served as chairman
(continued on page 8)

Norris Browne, Theta Chi, was elect
ed president of the Inter-Fraternity
Council for the com ing year at a meet
ing at T K E last M onday night.
A lso elected were Jerry W entworth,
vice president, Peter Galerani, secre
tary, and Allen Delisle, treasurer. The
new officers will be formally installed
at a banquet of the IF C at the Exeter
Inn, March 1, 1954.
Scholarship O K ’d
A t the M onday meeting, IF C also
passed the previously proposed “ Mem
orial
Inter-Fraterriity Scholarship” .
This four-year scholarship will amount
to a total of four-hundred dollars, with
one hundred given to the recipient each
year. It will be awarded annually to
a high-schol student on the basis of
ability, character, and financial need.
M oney for the scholarship will be
obtained by assessing each member of
the 14 fraternities on campus fifty cents
per semester.
Good Citizen Award
A t the annual IF C banquet, the per
son chosen*by the Council as the out
standing citizen of Durham will re
ceive a “ Good Citizen Award.” Also
honored at the banquet will be the
winner of the 1952-53 Blood Drive,
and the fraternity that showed the
moist scholastic improvement this past
A ll students are responsible fo r know ledge
year.
o f n otices appearing here.
Guests invited to the banquet are
Dean W illiam A. Medesy, adviser to
Town Meeting. On T ow n Meeting
IF C ; Dean Everett B. Sackett; Mr.
Glen Stewart, chairman of the Frater Day, Tuesday, Mar. 9, all classes and
nity Advisers Association; and Presi laboratories will be excused between
10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
dent Robert F. Chandler, Jr.

at the Senate meeting Monday night.
Under the chairmanship of Tom Steen,
the committee so far has checked the elec
tion procedures of Mike and Dial and
the Student Union, in addition to the
campus yearbook and The New Hamp
shire.
The committee released the results of
a survey of the Granite’s editorial and
business staffs over the past five years.
According to the report, Phi Mu Delta
fraternity has supplied the editor, the
business manager, and the advertising
manager of the yearbook for almost every
year since 1948.
The Record
The only exception was in 1951, when
Robert Dussault, a member of Phi D U,
was listed as advertising manager. But
the following year the yearbook had two
business managers — both of them from
Phi Mu Delta.
Research on The New Hampshire
showed that the paper was top-heavy with
Sigma Beta a few years back, although
there are no members of that fraternity
on. the newspaper board now.
In the process of answering committee
questions, the.. editors of the Granite and
The New Hampshire released figures on
the profits divided among the staffs last
year. The New Hampshire for 1952-53,
under the editorship o f Leighton C. Gil
man, showed a profit for the year of about
$1000 for distribution to the staff.
The Profits
Jim Merritt, editor of The New Hamp
shire, explained to the committee that this
amount was divided according to a grad
uated scale, with 17 %, or $170 going to
the editor, and lesser amounts to the rest
of the staff.
The Granite showed a heavier profit,
netting better than $3100 last year, under
(continued on page 8)

Construction Bids
Opened For Dorm
The University of New Hampshire
has recently advertised for bids for the
construction of a new women’s dormi
tory and hopes to break ground for the
new residence hall on Edgew ood Road,
facing the University pool, by early
spring.
The new dormitory, which is expect
ed to house 125 women students, was
included in a $500,000 appropriation
voted at the last session of the legis
lature. Approxim ately $300,000 will be
expended on the construction of the
dormitory, with the rest being devoted
to expanding the steam lines and bring
ing in new lines to serve the whole
wom en’s dormitory area. The plans
were recently approved by the governor
and council.
Bids for construction will close on
March 19, and University officials ex
pressed the hope that the building will
be ready for occupancy by the start of
the fall semester in late September.

Mask And Dagger
Announces Taming
O f The Shrew’ Cast
By Jean Kennett
Bruce Dick, as Petruccio, will tame
the shrew, Katherine, who is double
cast with Jean Kadlek and Barbara
Friedman, in Mask and D agger’s
spring production of the Shakespear
ean classic comedy “ The Tam ing of
the Shrew.”
Rehearsals for the play are already
underway, with a cast of twenty-five.
All female roles are double-cast, but,
because of the number of male roles,
the men will be on the boards both
nights.
Bruce Dick, known for his wox*k in
“ Romeo and Juliet” as Tybalt, will once
again play Shakespeare in the lead
role of Petruccio. Katherine, the beau
tiful and willful heroine, will be por
trayed by both Joan Kadlek and Bar
bara Friedman.
Backstage Crews Needed
Director J. Donald Batcheller has
announced that people will be needed
to work on the backstage crews.
Scenery for the play will be simple,
probably like that used in the old Globe
Theater.
Traditional costuming and
props will provide atmosphere and a
sense o f historical accuracy. Anyone
w ho is interested in the theater and
wants to help create the theatrical
illusion, by work on such crews, should
contact Mr. Batcheller, third floor of
T-H all.
The Cast
The complete cast for “ The T am 
ing of the Shrew ’’includes; H ow ard
W ilfert as Baptista, the father; James
Budd as Grumio; Jacqueline Cobleigh
as the page; Donald Hamel as the
Taylor; Robert Tappan as Biondello;
Edward Duffy as Gremio; Frederic
W ooster as Lucentio; Gilbert Gillette
as Tranio; Andrew Friedman as H or
ten sio.
Laurence Leistinger plays Vincentio;
Carlton Chamberlain is Pedant; Alfred
A. Zullo is Baptista’s servant; Bruce
Dick is Petruccio; Thea Simpson and
Beverly Franks are Ladies; Nancy
Nichols and Brenda Bowe play Cur
tis; Judith R ecord and Nancy R oot are
the W id ow ; Mary D ick and Janet
Tow le are Bianco: Joan Kadlek and
Barbara Friedman act the part of
Katherine.

Official Notices

CAM PUS C H E ST C O M M IT T E E — Raising money for various charities
are the committee members shown above. In the back row from left to right
are David Venator, Beatrice Conrad, Barbara Entwistle, Leslie Williams, Nor
ma Farrar, and Jerry Powers. In the front row are Donald Buck, Jerry Goodchild, Shirley Rondow, and Marilyn Hambleton. As a part of the fund raising
activities, Alpha Phi Omega is also conducting an Ugly Man Contest.
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Germany And A University
A t a m om ent when every eye is turned upon
Berlin, watching to know the fate of the B ig Four
conference, it is interesting to note som ething
about Berlin’s. Free U niversity which has been
w orking, not only towards the unification of East
and W est Germany, but also has been a strong
countering force for Communist propaganda.
/

they are view ed in w orking operation. W h en Ger
many is again united, the achievements of the
Berlin Free U niversity will be of great im portance
to the new Germany.

Efficient Check-Up?

T he U niversity was established only five years
ago with the co-operation of the W est 'Berlin
authorities and the U nited States H igh Com m is
sion. F our hundred students registered the first
year, today there are six thousand, with a faculty
o f tw o hundred and fifty.

M ethods of the W iscon sin senator seem to
have been invading the country faster than the
Communists. A dverse to everything that A m eri
can’s believe in, the M cC arthy idea of investiga
tion seems to be catching on. It has reached the
campus level, at least on a m inor scale.

F ou r huge lecture halls have been built, and
a m odern cafeteria. A library and central hall will
soon be added.

W e are heartedly in favor of having som ething
done about nepotism in campus organizations but
the investigations that have been g oin g on hardly
seem the right way to g o about it.

T h e Berlin Free U niversity has reason to be
proud of more than its buildings. Its name refers
to the cultural and political freedom which stu
dents of the U niversity enjoy
one of the most
important things about this new school. It is the
largest western university available to the people
behind the Iron Curtain. A bou t forty per cent of
the students com e from the Russian sector of
Germany.
Students aid in administration of the Free
U niversity and are represented on the ruling com 
mittees. Great stress is laid upon close co-opera
tion of U niversity and public, and various eve
ning courses have been made available.
Gone are the old German clubs which flour
ished in Nazi days and helped to strengthen auto
cracy. In a day when Germany is w orking towards
goals of vital importance, her students are w ork
ing seriously for those same goals.
T he cultural attainments and values of dem oc
racy are effective weapons against M arxism when

T o the Editor:
In regards to your editorial in the edi
tion of Feb. 11, concerning student lethar
gy over the Winter Carnival, I should
like to suggest that you leave your cubby
hole in Ballard and take a walk around
the campus some day. Almost every fra
ternity and sorority, as well as the dormitroies, spent hours on building some magnificient snow sculptures. Yet you accuse
the students for an I-don’t-care attitude.
The Thursday night jazz concert was
packed to capacity; \at the Queen’ s in
stallation, all we could see from Sigma
Beta was a veritable sea of faces. During
the entire Carnival the streets o f Durham
were jammed with visitors. Boys flew
their girls from New York, and soldiers
came up from Fort Dix to squire their
young ladies to the ball, yet the New
Hampshire complacently comes out with
a nice piece telling us that we have no
spirit, and the editor concludes with a
modest boast to the effect that the paper
has in the past and will continue to urge
the students to get a little enthusiastic
about the University.
Save your ink, sir. You are firing on
friends. You want publicity like Dart
mouth has —- pictures in the Sunday
papers and all that. You may have noticed
that this school has a publicity director,
don’t you think he’s got something to do
with this lack of formal publicity? What
about the Outing Club? Have they done
anything to publicize this great event?
In other words, the students have the
spirit. Turn your fire on the administra
tion in this instance. As students, we’re
sick o f being the scapegoat of all the
campus ills.
/ S / Tom Feline
Sigma Beta ,

Exit Segregation
T o the Editor:
“ The maltreatment of a N egro in the
South, a trespass upon his rights as a
freeborn American citizen, the brutali
ty of a hooded mob— these are iso
lated occurances that make headlines
and provide the grist for the Com
munist propaganda mills. The unro
mantic fact is that in recent years the
Negro has been ahead at a lively pace,
com ing into his political birthright.”
(Newsweek, May 25, 1953, page 32.)
Segregation still exists and will prob
ably continue to exist for some time
to come. But the entire N egro picture
in Am erica isn’t entirely that of mass
discrimination. In the past ten years
the progress' of the American N egro
has been marked in the social, educa
tional, economical, and political realms.
( “ A Decade o f P rogress” , Time, M ay
11, 1953, page 54.) In North Carolina,
Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, and
Texas the N egro is free to run for pub
lic office. North Carolina spends $155
a year to educate each N egro and $132
a year to educate each white. In Atlan
ta, Georgia, there are two N egroes on
the school board. In the Arm ed ser
vices racial discrimination and segre
gation has been just about abolished.
In San Francisco am ong leading busi
nesses and department stores, discrim
inatory practices in em ploying new
personnel is zero. T w o leading hotels

Reprinted from A p ril 1951 issue of Esquir*

by Esquire, Inc

“ Have You a Reservation?**
W h en T he N ew H am pshire was investigated,
written notice that a representative must appear
The Observer by Paul Wilson Sullivan
was received only tw enty-four hours in advance.
Th e Senate com m ittee conducting the investiga
tion required several things such as a list of staff
members for the past five years along with their
places of residence. Since none of us were here
L eft and R igh t-w in g critics of liberal dem ocracy faithfully con 
five years ago or rem em ber any more than half of
tend
that the “ rights of man” are em otional myths thrown out to the
the members of three years ago it was no mean
people by the ruling classes to disguise the nature of their own power.
job to dig through old Granites and find where
In times of crisis, they-insist, when the position of the rulers is chal
some fifty-five people have lived.
lenged, these rights are quickly withdrawn and “ dem ocracy” stands
W h en the investigation actually began, only unmasked as the dictatorship it is, enforcing conform ity in thought
three of the com m ittee’s five members were on and deed, and punishing any deviation.
This is a bleak view. Still, there is alarming evidence that it
hand and at least one of the m issing members said
he received no notice of the meeting. There were does not w holly miss the mark. Granting the inherent right of every
also only three com m ittee members on hand when governm ent to ensure its ow n survival, I think a g ood case could
be made for the view that civil liberties are loudly defended until
The Granite was investigated.
they are badly needed.
Perhaps in no area has this issue
It is unfortunate that the investigation isn’t
been more sharply drawn than in the along. Then Korea— :the teacher real
being handled more efficiently. It’s purpose is current debate over the Fifth Am end izes he was duped, quits, but remains
worthwhile and it’s intentions undoubtedly right, ment, particularly in relation to the convinced of his moral rectitude. Then
but Senate should do a little checking at home.
holding of heretical political opinions. he is investigated. Asked whether he is

The Fifth Amendment

The Reader Writes
Who's to Blame?

C o p y righ t 1951

of San Francisco, The Mark Hopkins
and The Fairmont, will give anyone a
room regardless of color providing
they have the money to pay for that
room. (Prejudice is Losing Out in San
Francisco” , Reader’s Digest, August,
1953.) In W ashington, D.C., racial seg
regation is lessening. For other Negro
gains see Time, Feb. 15, 1954, page
19. These gains may seem insignificant
but it is the small gains which keep
mounting up into larger gains.
These are a few of the facts which
show that racial segregation is on its
way out. In Em erson’s time the racial
situation was far worse than the situa
tion which exists today. An American
Embassy abroad functions to further
the interests of America and to protect
American citizens abroad. N egro G .I’s
who studied abroad follow ing W orld
W ar II didn’t have any trouble about
American protection. N egro entertain
ers and tourists seem to have little
trouble going abroad and com ing home
again.
As for the Negroes not paying taxes
I doubt if any thoughtful N egro would
sanction that practice. After all they
enjoy the benefits of living in America
just like the rest o f us do.
/ s / D ick M acDonald

Guilt and Association
T o the Editor:
The essential criticism directed ag
ainst Senator M cCarthy is concerned
with his practice of accusing persons
of “ guilt by association,” without pro
ducing any valid proof of their guilt.
This is a contradiction of the basic
legal tenet of our society, namely that
any citizen must be considered inno
cent until proven guilty.
This is also one of the basic ethical
rules and should be practiced by all
mature individuals, regardless o f their
position in our society. It must be prac
ticed by all persons in positions of
authority.
In some countries the person in
authority uses a verv simple method
of solving crimes. They collect hos
tages — person who may be inno
cent, but who may also know the guilty
party. If the guilty person is not found,
then the hostages are punished. This
method is about 99.99 percent efficient
though it sometimes causes the inno
cent to be inconvenienced. But why
worry, isn’t the saving of wear and
tear on our hard w orking officials
Worth the sacrifice?
Thus I wish to congratulate the Uni
versity authorities who were responsi
ble for solving one of your more re
cent crimes. Last Tuesday, five stu
dents were told that they had been
placed on suspension because it was
probable that they knew who dun it.
Thus at 3:31 p.m. the case was solved,
by a full confession from the guilty
person. H e wasn’t one of the five, but
why worry, isn’t the saving of wear
and tear on the ever-worked authori
ties worth the slight inconvenience ex
perienced by the five others?
(Nam e withheld by request)

Age of Fear
Colleges and universities throughout the
country are faced with the effects the
“ Age of Fear” has had upon the average
college student. Never before in the United
States have we been so completely stricken
with apathy and conformity than in the
last few years. Some people place the
blame upon wars, but even in the early
history of the United States we have been
faced with the insecurities of w ar; and yet
the result is not so pathetic as it is today.
Man is no longer a man, but rather a
monster who has donated some vital part
of his body to society so that now he
appears freakish and awkward-looking.
The man of today more than ever, is for
feiting a part of- himself to feed society,
the hungry masses. “ W ho so would be
a man, must be a non-conformist.” This
quotation of Emerson explains and ex
presses adequately the (true essence of
man. If a man is a conformist, he is
then sacrificing truth; and the denial of
truth leads us from the ultimate perfec
tion — God. Truth, beauty, and infinity
are all brothers, as they were born of the
same parents, life and death, and if you
destroy one, you endanger the whole fam
ily of life as a whole. It is astounding
that Christian loving people are submit
ting to suppression when Christ himself
said, “ Blessed are they which are per-,
secuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs
is the Kingdom of Heaven.”
This pathetic condition is due partly to
American education. In American uni
versities “ Man thinks about things rather
than think the things himself.” He is a
well-trained parrot, he recites adequately
what he has learned in college. W hy .is it
that we forget that great men like Emer
son, Bacon, and Locke were once little
plodders who had the courage to express
new ideas, thus disregarding the ideas held
so sacred by men before their time. Noth
ing is absolute perfection but God him
self, and therefore let us not hold to any
particular truths because they are accepted
by society as correct, but instead, let us
always strive to attain new truths to fit
our present age. “ Colleges are the means
to an education” , but they are not an edu
cation within themselves. The average stu
dent attending college thinks of it as a
passport to a good paying job. Thus he
defeats the real purpose of an education.
Religion, a way of life, is infiltrated
with insipid conformity, and illogical
thinking, and if the path to God is blocked
by large rocks of human ignorance, how
can we expect people not to be afraid of
expressing their interpretation of what
truth is. When a priest Claims that the
Sunday mass is the righteous service for
Catholics, he is merely tieing his congre
gation to a church pew, and when a Jew,
who still believes that the Jews are the
chosen people, when logically they know
God is just and merciful in his love to
all his sons and daughters; and when the
Protestant, the once persscuted liberal,
has now become the persecutor we know
there is something wrong with the way
religion is taught today. Emerson said
about a minister, “ do I not know that he
is pledged to himself not to look but at
one side, the permitted side, not as a man,
but as a parish minister? “ He is a re
tained lawyer, and these airs of the bench
are the emptiest affection.” Isn’t this the
reason church men claim a nonsectrian
worship valueless and empty because they
themselves are afraid of their congrega(continued on page 8)

This, you will r e m e m b e r , is the
Amendment that guarantees that “ N o
person shall . . . be compelled in any
criminal case to be a witness against
himself.” This right has been claimed
by witnesses called before investigat
ing committees on charges of Com
munism. Immediately an angry public
has identified the refusal of witnesses
to testify against themselves as an ad
mission of guilt. People express con
cern that democracy is assisting in its
own destruction by providing freedom
to its enemies, and are convinced that
the solution lies in scrapping the
Amendment to prevent its abuse.
Are these people right? I do not
think they miss the fact that if free
dom can be denied to one group, it
can be denied to all groups, and that
until, or unless we outlaw the Com 
munist Party, as such w e’re on fragile
round in denying its rights, or the
rights of people who share its views.
What, then, is the role of the Fifth
Amendment in a crisis society? Is it
the instrument of our defeat, or is it,
as I insist, a continuing protection of
freedom of thought, whose maintenance
is made more, and not less necessary
by current tensions?
W ell, with those of you who have
not already studied it, I should like to
share this week some excellent points
on the subject made in a speech before
the Massachusetts Bar Association by
Dean Erwin Griswold of Harvard Law
School.
Dean Griswold wants us to hold on
to the Fifth Amendment. It is to him
a sound instrument for “ protecting the
individual against the collective power
of the state.” W ith Justice Stephen
Field, Dean Griswold believes that
“ The essential and inherent cru elty,of
compelling a man to expose his own
guilt is obvious to everyone, and needs
no explanation.” The significance o f
this priviledge for us, says the Dean,
is perhaps greatest in connection with
political crimes, because here evidence
must be provided largely by the ac
cused person himself. Dean Griswold
warns us not to identify the exercise of
this right as an admission of guilt. T o
clarify this view he assumes two h ypo
thetical cases.
Case 1. A teacher, motivated by re
formist idealism, joins the Commu
nist Party in the quiet 1930’s, when it
regularly appeared on our ballots. T o
the teacher it was a simple political,
act of joining an anti-fascist group.
Y ou may call the teacher naive, but
naivete is not treason. After the war,
the teacher still a C.P. member, drifts

now a Communist, he answers “ N o ” .
Asked whether he ever was one, he
pauses in a dilemma. Aware that Com
munists have been jailed under the
Smith Act, he claims the right of the
Fifth Amendment not to testify against
himself, because an admission of past
membership, though itself not a crime,
may easily becom e a link in a chain
of proof against him.
Case 2. A teacher, though never a
Communist— in fact opposed to Com
munism, is a believer in social causes.
He supports reform organizations with
his name and money. Then he learns
that these oganizations are Communist
fronts, or that the attorney general has
listed them as subversive. H e is inves
tigated. Asked whether he is now a
Communist, he answers ” N o ” . Asked
whether he has ever been one, although
he knows, and we know, the answer is
" N o " , he is fearful that an answer of
“ N o” will make him liable to purjury if a
jury can be convinced that his support
of fronts now proven Communist is
proof that he was a Communist. »He
invokes the Fifth Amendment.
“ In both of the cases I have put,”
says Dean Griswold, “ the privilege
may be claimed although the individual
was guilty of no crime. In the second
case it may be claimed although the
person was never a member of the
Communist Party. In each case, the
inference which would be taken from
the claim of the privilege would in fact
be unwarrented. The claim of the privi
lege is surely a serious business, but
it is equally surely not the equivalent
of an admission of criminal conduct.”
The delimma facing a witness in
Senate inquiries is distinctly indicated
in a decision of a U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in 1952— : “ . . . answer truly
and you have given evidence leading to
your conviction for a violation of fed
eral law; answer falsely and you will
be convicted of perjury; refuse to
answer and you will be found guilty of
criminal contempt and punished by a
fine and imprisonment. In our humble
judgment, to place a person not even
on trial for a specified crime in such
a predicament is not only a manifesta
tion of unfair play, but is in direct vio
lation of the Fifth Amendment. . . ”
Filially, the Dean distinguishes be
tween the tenuous claim of this right
in a criminal case where guilt has been
established, and the same claim in an
investigation where “ there are no care
fully formulated charges, (and) evi
dence to support such charges has nqt
been introduced and made known to
(continued on page 8)
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Editors Find Russians Curious And Friendly
Editors note: The following is a report written by Dean Schoelkopf, editor of The Minnesota Daily at the Univer
sity of Minnesota. He visited Russia recently with several other college editors.

.
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8 New Varieties
O f Chip-Spuds
Grown A t U N H

T h e first Russians I saw were soldiers. Six of them — all armed — clim bed aboard our plane as
soon as it landed in Leningrad airport.
A senior lieutenant of the R ed arm y marched forward in the plane and looked quizzicaly at the
seven A m erican students dressed in strange furry caps and coats. H e raised his right hand in salute and
Six new potato varieties, still un
addressed four or five sentences in Russians to the other passengers.
named have been successfully turned
Then he turned to us and said in E nglish, “ Passports.” A fter we had showed him our visas, the into potato chips in the lab of the New
Hampshire Agricultural Experiment
other five soldiers stepped aside to let us leave the plane.
Met By Tourist Representative
W e stepped into the chilly, three-abovezero weather and were met by a young
English-speaking official of Intertourist,
the official Russian travel agency. He wel
comed us to the soviet union and told us
we would be met in Moscow by other
Intertourist representatives.
But, the warmth of his reception didn’t
ease the apprehension we- had when the
six soldiers boarded our aircraft. The
strange welcome was but the first of
many unusual situations we were to en
counter.
Travel 5000 Miles
During the next 22 days in the USSR,
we were to travel more than 5,000 miles
by air, train, and car. W e were to talk
to students in their schools, workers in
their factories, farmers in their homes,
and directors and managers in their offices.
During that time, we detected absolutely
no feeling of hostility to us personally.
Curious About “ W h y”
Early in our trip, one of the two inter
preters who travelled with us throughout
the country asked us why .we had come to
Russia. W e told him the answer was sim
ple. Early last fall a few American col
lege editors met at a student press con
vention (the AC P conferences in Chi
cago) and decided they wanted to see this
country, so little understood in the United
States.
W e applied to the Soviet embassy in
Washington for visas, and within three
weeks, Moscow granted permission. The
American state department issued pass
ports December 23, and on Christmas we
boarded a plane for Russia.
Students at Stalin University in Tiibisi
asked us who was paying for the trip.
When we told them we financed the trip
ourselves, one blue-eyed coed said in per
fect English, “ Ooh, you must be very
rich.”
“ Bourgeosie,” shouted a black-haired
lad.
Financed By Loans
. Our group wasanything but bourgeosie.
Most of us had financed the trip through
loans — in that respect, we were alike.
Politically, we were miles apart. Tw o of
our group were Taft men, one supported
by Eisenhower, and four belonged to the
Stevenson clan.
W e had differences of opinion on al
most every issue, and in that respect we
provided a striking contrast to the Rus
sian students we met, who agreed on al
most everything in the area of religion,
economics, politics and government.
Arguments on these subjects erupted
frequently during our talks with Russian
people. There were few things we could
agree on — but through it all they re
mained completely friendly to us.
Objects of Curiosity
Almost everywhere we were objects of
curiosity. Cosmopolitan Moscovites, more
accustomed to visiting delegatism, paid
less attention to us than their countrymen
in southern Russia.
In many areas we were the first Ameri
cans the Soviet citizens had ever seen.
They followed us in the streets and
crowded around us if we stopped to take
a picture. It was not unusual to stop in
a department store to buy a gift, and
then turn around to find from 25 to 150
Russians crowded about.
The only other Americans we saw in
Russia were at the United States embassy
in Moscow. W e met ambassador Charles
Bohlen three times during our stay, once
at his Spasso house residence during a
luncheon he and Mrs. Bohlen held for us.
Embassy Wires Tapped
The embassy there operates under tre
mendous handicaps. Practically no contact
is permitted with the Russian people.
Mail, which moves through the Russian
postal system, is opened before it reaches
the embassy. All telephones are assumed
to be tapped. Wires and miniature microphones have been found in the walls.

Russian police guard the entrance to the
embassy ‘round the clock’, ostensibly to
protect the Americans but more likely to
prevent any Russian from entering.
Soldiers All Around
A policeman is on almost every corner
in the cities. But a sight even more com
mon than that of policemen is that of
Russian soldiers. W e saw Red troops
everywhere we travelled. It was not at
all unusual to see a platoon of soldiers
with machine guns or rifles on their backs
walking down the main street of a town.
Russian soldiers travelled on the trains
we rode, and from our train window we
once saw infantrymen running and falling
in the snow — on a rifle range — and at
mortar practice.
Photography Regulated
W e were told not to take pictures which
included soldiers, bridges, ports or airfield,
and our cameras were taken away When
we travelled by air.

Summer Positions
Offered A t Concord
“ A summer job at the Concord State
Mental Hospital is a passport to a new
world of understanding mental illness,”
stated Beatrice Conrad, president of
the Instiutitional Service Unit.
A t the meeting last W ednesday even
ing, students who worked at Concord
last summer told of their experiences,
and explained the advantages and dis
advantages of the position.
Student
assistants have access to case histories,
may attend staff meetings, have in
structional meetings three times a
week, and get food and pay. $300 net
profit was the minimum for last year.
It was estimated that everyone cleared
approximately $35 a week.
Students interested in such a job are
invited to a meeting W ednesday, Mar.
3, at 7 p.m. in Conant 203. Further in
formation will be available. Students
need not be Psychology or Sociology
majors. Required for acceptance as an
assistant at the hospital are three refer
ences, a Rorschach Test, and an inter
view with Mr. Neilson, of the Sociol
ogy department, Henry Hayden, min
ister to Protestant students, and a
physical examination.

Display O f Modern
American Houses
Now A t Library

Station. Competing with 18 other types
of potato, they show great promise,
says Paul T . Blood, agronomist, who
has been working on the new varieties.
Blood estimates that 10 percent of the
million bushel potato crop in New
Hampshire will be marketed as chips
and that the new varieties may soon
be grow ing in New Hampshire fields.
8 Strains Developed

An exhibition of American domestic
architecture has been on display in the
Gallery, Art Division o f the Hamilton
Smith Library, UNH , since Monday,
Feb. 15. The exhibition was organized by
The Museum of Modern Art, and is
titled “ New American Houses” .
Twenty-four panels of enlarged photo
graphs are supplemented by an explana
tory text.

Mr. Blood announced that eight
varieties have been found to be as good
as the old standard Russet potato for
the making of chips. One new variety,
the Kennebec, may soon appear on the
market in chip form. W hile the Ken
nebec is now available to growers, the
other types, still only numbers, are not
obtainable for commercial purposes.
They will be released when testing is
completed.

Traces Contemporary Trends

Describes Ideal Potato

This exhibition of 11 exceptionally fine
post-war houses traces the major direc
tions of contemporary domestic archi
tecture, with Mies Van der Rohe’s house
for Dr. Edith Farnsworth and Frank
Lloyd Wright’s Friedman house illustrat
ing contrasting approaches to architectural
space.
Many Architects
Recent houses by Marcel Breuer,
Twitchell and Rudolph, Raphael Soriano,
and other architects make significant addi
tions and adaptations, as well as personal
contributions, to the basic concepts of
Wright and Mies.
The display features houses noted for
unusual design, as well as houses special
ly designed for different parts of the
world. The exhibition continues through
March 11.

The points are: (1) Has the V A ap
proved the course the veteran wants to
take? (2) W ill the school accept the
veteran as a student ? (3) Has the veteran
sufficient linguistic ability to pursue the
course successfully? (4) Does the veteran-trainee have enough money of his
own to tide him over until his first GI
allowance check reaches him? This usual
ly takes about two months. (5) Has the
veteran filed his application for Korean
Bill training, and has V A sent him a
certificate of eligibility signifying that
everything is in order?
Address for Application
Veterans should file application for for
eign training under the Korean GI Bill
with their V A Regional Office. However,
information about approved courses may
be obtained by writing to Veterans Bene
fits Office, Veterans Administration, Mu
nitions Building, Washington, D. C. Over
100 foreign universities are participating.

INDOORSNAPS

PEN LOST

A blue and silver Parker 51 p^n has
been lost on campus. Anyone finding it
would be considered a minor hero by
The United States Civil S e r v i c e Marjorie Richardson. Turn it in at the
Commission has announced an examin Bookstore, or phone her.
ation for Student Aid Trainee for fill
ing positions in the fields of chemistry,
Serving Chinese-American Food
physics, mathematics, metallurgy, and
engineering. The positions pay $2,950
OPEN DAILY AT 11:00 A.M.
to $3,175 a year and are located in
agencies in W ashington, D. C.
To
Orders To Take Out
qualify, applicants must pass a written
SU N-SUN RESTAURANT
test, and be college sophom ores or
juniors whose major is in one of the
513 Central Ave.
Dover
fields listed above.
Application may be secured at post
offices or from the U.S. Civil Service
N. H. Veterans Gaining
Commission, W ashington, D. C. The
first written test will be given on Mar.
Education By New Gl Bill
27, 1954 and Applications for that test
More than 700 New Hampshire veter must be filed not later than Mar. 2, ’54.
ans who served anywhere in the world
since the beginning of the Korean conflict,
June 27, 1950, are in training under the
Direct to "Sunday News"
Korean GI Bill, according to manager
Richard F. Welch of the Manchester V A
Three forum speakers at W ashing
office.
ton State College must have set some
Under the Korean GI Bill, any veteran
with a discharge, other than dishonorable, sort of record in collegiate circles last
is entitled to educational and training month when they reached an agrf
benefits provided the courses are started ment on McCarthyism. All three were
before Aug. 20, 1950, or within two years strongly pro-M cCarthy.
of date of discharge. No course may ex
ceed three calendar years in length and
must be completed within seven years of
discharge frorti the service.
FOR A COMPLETE LINE OF
Of the 745 veterans training in New
Hampshire, 336 are in colleges or uni
RECORDS and PLAYERS
versities, 257 are in business, vocational or
technical schools, 20 by correspondence
courses and 152 are in on-the-job train
IN
ing.
The average age of the Korean veteran
ALL 3 SPEEDS
in school in New Hampshire is twentyfive, as is that of the W orld War II vet
eran still in school. Six of the Korean
veterans in school are women.
J. E. Lothrop Co., Inc.
Manager Welch stressed that veterans
are entiled to all the vocational rehabiliFranklin Square
Dover
tation necessary to make them self-sufficient.

MURKLAND AUDITORIUM
11 a. m. SERVICES

A five-point check-list has been set up
for veterans to check their eligibility for
enrollment in foreign colleges under the
Korean GI Bill.

The film, “ Hellzapoppin” , with Olson
and Johnson and Zazu Pitts, will be fea
tured Thursday, March 18, at 7 p.m.,
The ideal potato for chips, Blood under the auspices of the Education Com
states, must have a high percentage of mittee.
dry matter and be so chemically con
structed that it remains a golden color
after frying.
The new varieties qualify in this
respect and like all good potatoes used
for chips, will not turn dark in the
ARE EASY WITH
kettle when being cooked. A master at
k ilfc
potato chip making, Blood, slices the
potatoes slightly thinner than a dime.
The slices are then drained of excess
starch in a pan of cold water. After
being dried, they are dropped into deep
fat heated to 375 degrees F. In about
two minutes they are taken out, drain
ed, and allowed to dry. Gotten seed oil
is used for the making of potato chips.

Civil Service Jobs Opened
In Washington For Techs

STUDENT CHURCH

V A Sets Plan For Study
Abroad Under GI Grants

'KODAK
V ER IC H R OM E FILM
AND FLASH LAMPS

GetYours Here!

The Wildcat
Durham, New Hampshire

Prettiest Coeds Seen Dancing
With Men in Arrow
"

Outstanding social success of the current season
is called Arrow Radnor . . . the rounded-collar
shirt that has become a favorite of well-dressed
men-about-campus. This popular shirt style is
now available at all Arrow dealers — in white or
colors, and in a variety of fabrics.
For free booklet, “ The What, When and W ear of Men’s
Clothing,” write to : Cluett, Peabody and Co., Inc.,
10 East 40 Street, New York 16, N. Y .

ARROW
'm —
TRADE © M A R K

Doctor Rayborn Zerby — Chaplain
Bates College, Preaching

SHIRTS • TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTSWEAR

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
TO ATTEND THIS SU N D AY
BRAD

M c IN T IR E
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Old Indian Sport

Snively Tells A bout Lacrosse,
North America’s First Sport
By N. P. McLaughlin
Lacrosse is the first sport to hold a prom inent position in A m eri
ca. It is the national ball gam e of Canada, and was first played by the
N orth A m erican Indians. Jesuit M issionaries were the first white
men to witness a gam e on this continent. T he chief implement used
in the game, the curved netted stick, bears a striking resem blence
to a B ishop’s crozier. T his prom pted the Jesuits to call the sport
Lacrosse.
A ccord in g to Indian histories, tribes form ed sides o f from 800
to 1000 men and engaged in a solemn dance before com m encing the
game Four medicine men acted as referees; they prayed for good judgment and
tried to foretell the outcome of the con
test. There were no boundaries to the
field of play and the goals were set up
from 500 yards to one and a half miles
apart.
After the ball had been tossed into the
air, the contending sides made a dash
for it; needless to say, many were tram

pled in the rush. It was common for fist
fights to break out among the contest
ants, but the game went along its savage
course. The squaws (cheerleaders) kept
the men moving by beating them with
wooden switches. To make the game more
colorful, the men invariably dressed in
full feathers and paint.
In 1'840 white men formed a club in

ATTENTION
JUNIORS

Montreal and began to modify the rules.
By 1860 tfie sport was increasingly popu
lar in all Canada and in 1861 a game be
tween Montreal and the St. Regis In
dians, with 25 players on a side, was
played before Edward V II, then Prince
of Wales. The year Canada became a
dominion, 1867, the National Lacrosse
Association of Canada was formed to im
prove, foster, and perpetrate Lacrosse as
By Tom Kirkbride
the National game of the Dominion.
N ew H am pshire’s hoop W ildcats dropped b elow the .500 mark
Since then the game has developed to
a high point of excellence and is played in wins and losses W ednesday, Feb. 17, when they bow ed to the
in Canada, the British Isles, and the R hode Island Rams in a return match between the teams on R h o d y ’s
United States.

Cat Hoopsters Host
To Massachusetts Sat.

First In New York
Upper New York State, Brooklyn, and
Boster were the areas into which La
crosse was first introduced in this coun
try. It has held on and flourished in these
sections as well as in the mid-Atlantic
area where it is now the strongest.
Intercollegiate Lacrosse has a history
of over 60 years. Harvard, Princeton,

C O M IN G SO O N

Fine Furmture
For Over 50 Years

SPRING PORTRAIT SCHEDULE

Serving Dover and Durham

for

E. MORRILL
FURNITURE CO.

“1955” G R A N I T E

421 Central Avenue
Telephone 70

K ingston floor, 94-79. It was the eighth loss in 15 games for the locals,,
w ho now sport a 2-5 mark in Yankee Conference com petition. T he
Durhamites will take to the field house_boards this Saturday after
Syracuse, and Yale were some of the earl
iest participants. Later,, Maryland, Johns
Hopkins, Navy, Springfield, and New
Hampshire (1936) entered the scene.
Lacrosse has been a great Prep School
game. In Baltimore alone more than a
dozen schools carry the sport. These
schools feed the great teams of Maryland
and Navy. In New England almost all
the Prep Schools play Lacrosse.
In later years the game has been per
fected to a point where there are only
ten players to a team and there are strict
rules as to hipping, pushing, holding
slashing, and fighting.
In the past few years, New Hampshire
has come up with some fine teams and
under Coach “ Whoops” Snively we are
sure to continue our winning ways. Last
Monday the following veterans reported
to Coach Snively and to co-captains
“ Lefty Cree and Roger Berry. Keith
Munroe, Cuthbertson, Johnston, Larson,
Mueller, Murphy, and Parker.

ITT A ll A MATTER OF TASTE
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When you come right down to it, you
smoke for one simple reason . . . enjoy
ment. And smoking enjoyment is all a
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.
Two facts explain why Luckies taste
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco . . . light, mild, goodtasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are ac
tually made better to taste better . . .
always round, firm, fully packed to draw
freely and smoke evenly.
So, for the enjoyment you get from
better taste, and only from better taste,
Be Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a
carton c»c better-tasting Luckies today.

W h e re ’s your jingle?
It’s easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingle,3
—and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y .

noon, Feb. 27, for a 3 o’clock tussle with
Massachusetts, in their last local appear
ance before the home finale with Boston
University here next Wednesday, March
The. loss to Rhode Island was due to a
familiar problem in Durham basketball
— not enough reserve strength. The
Rhodys’ whom' the Cats bettered in a
January game in Durham, 77-71, were
more at home on their own floor, and
overcame a 59-56 third-period lead which
the visiting Wildcats established in that
frame. The fourth period proved the
Waterloo for New Hampshire, as the
Rams got hot for 38 points, while the
local contingent was able to throw
through only 20 points.
Pappas Adds To Record
Billy Pappas added to his all-time total
point output for one season, pumping in
26 markers to raise his 53-54 sum to 328,
for a per-game average o f 21.8. Johnny
Parker, his running mate, now has 211
points for the year, as a result of IS
scored in the Rhode Island game. John,
however, is in the process of setting an
all-time varsity scoring record at New
Hampshire, and now has an even 800
points in three years of varsity competi
tion. He erased the old mark of 744, set
by Julius “ Bub” Millman from 1946-50,
in the Northeastern game earlier this
month.
HQwever, Billy Pappas, who now has
789
9 points in two and one-half varsity
years, seems certain not only to pass
Parker’s mark, but to be the first player
in New Hampshire’s hoop history to score
over 1,000 points in his playing career.
The big gun in the Rhode Island attack
last week was six-foot, seven inch A rt
Hellwig, who threw in 17 baskets and one
foul shot for 25 points. Danny Dunn, the
Ram’s canny set-shot whiz, garnered 15
points. In addition to Parker and Pappas,
center Ken Emery was the only W ildcat
to hit twin figures. Ken got 10 points, and
did a creditable job on the boards.
The Wildcats wind up their 18-game
schedule Saturday evening. March 6, when
they travel to Manchester to face tradi
tional court rival ■St. Anselm’s in the
Armory. The Cats won an 11-point ver
dict from the Saints in Durham last year.
Horace Verry, sophomore tackle of the
varsity football team, has won his sec
ond state Golden Gloves heavyweight box
ing championship.
Sparring partners
needed in training for the New England
bouts have been difficult to find, so they’re
using a football tackling guard.
An editorial writer for The New
Hampshire in March 1933, headlined
his article: “ H onorary Societies— A re
They D oom ed ?” They c o n c l u d e d .
“ Yes.”
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Dartmouth First A t
Middlebury; U N H 4th
By Pete Allen
Dartmouth" Colleg-e, in third place at the end of tw o events in
the M iddlebury W in ter Carnival ski meet, placed third in the jum p
and first in the slalom events to win top honors. N ew Hampshire,
despite its first in the jum ping event, was fourth in the eight-team
meet behind Dartm outh, M iddlebury, and V erm ont.
A reversed decision b y a gatekeeper permitted T om Corcoran
of the Indians to win the thirty-gate slalom event in which D art
m outh skiers placed first, third, fourth, and fifth.
R ecord-breaking leaps by Jon Riisnaes, sophom ore m ajoring in
electrical engineering, led the W ildcats to their first in the jump.
R iisnaes’ third jum p of 187 feet set a new carnival meet record, also

Variety Skaters
Outscore Tufts, 5-3;
Romp Over Techmen
Last week the Varsity pucksters
traveled to Lynn, Mass., to meet Tufts
for the second time this season. H av
ing lost the first game 6-4, the W ild 
cats evened the score, 5-3._
Early in the first period, M onty
Childs started the ball rolling as he
sent a shot from the blue line passed
the Tufts defenders, and into the nets
for the first score of the game, as the
W ildcats got off to a 1-0 lead. U nfort
unately the W ildcats were unable to
hold there lead long as Pocharski car
ried the puck pass the New H am p
shire defensemen for a Tufts score
just tw o minutes later. The rest of the
period the two teams battled back and
forth, neither of them being able to
score.
In the second period, the W ildcat
first line started m oving the puck all
over the Tufts defensive area. W ithin
three minutes Bob Hall had scored his
first of the evening as John Stiles got
the assist. Tufts fam e right back, how
ever, as Colbert put a well screened
shot into the nets past goalie Bob Brophy. Still being pressed by Tufts the
W ildcats set play after play up ih the
Tufts defensive zone, but were unable
to capitalize on any of the breaks. W ith
three seconds to go in the period, Kel
ley brought the puck into the W ildcat
defensive zone and let a back hander
g o just as the buzzer sounded the end
of the period. The puck hit the cage
and bounced in for the third Tufts
score of the evening.
For a while in the third period it
looked as if New Hampshire was not
going to tie the score as Tufts tighten
ed their defense. The second line con
sisting of Pete Pritchard. Buz Gard
ner, and George Poirier, however, soon
found the way and broke the Tufts de
fense open. W ith the change of lines
and the help o f the W ildcat defense,
the pucksters got their third score,
as Stiles sent a backhander into the
nets with an assist by Captain John
ston. Two minutes later, Willy John
ston scored his first of the night as
John Stiles and Dave Githens got the
assist. Bob Hall clinched the game for
the varsity pucksters as he sent the last
puck into the Tufts cage on an assist
by John Stiles, just four minutes later
This was the Wildcats^first win in six
,Qfo t’f'C
Cats Trim Tech, 6-1
T w o days later the pucksters travel
ed to the Boston Arena to meet M IT ,
after losing to them previously by a
score of 5-3. This time they won, 6-1.
The first period was ‘ strictly a defensive
battle as M onty Childs and Dave Gith
ens kept the opponent from scoring.
The second period started with a
bang as Captain Johnson led his team
to the first score of the evening as he
circled the Tech defensemen to put
the puck into the nets unassisted. T w o
minutes later John Stiles showed W il
ly he could do the same as he sent the
puck into the nets on an assist from
Johnston. After getting off to a great
start, the pucksters were unable to do
more damage as M IT tightened their
defense. Bob Brophy did an outstand
ing job in the nets the rest of the sec
ond period as he turned away shot after
shot made by Tech attack.
In the third period Johnston started
the scoring once again as he sent a
puck flying past the Tech goalie for
W ildcats third score on an assist by
Bob Hall. Three minutes later M onty
Childs took the puck on a fast break

Francis Googins To Coach
Women's Rifle Team
Francis Googins o f Saco, Me., a mem
ber of the men’s varsity rifle team for
two ■'mars, has been named coach of the
W om en ’ s rifle team at the University
of New Hampshire, according to an
announcement today from the Depart
ment of Physical Education for W o m 
en.
H e will replace Robert D ow st of
Rochester, who has coached the co-ed
marksmen for two seasons.
The W om en ’s Rifle team is current
ly engaged in a series of postal matches
with wom en’s collegiate teams, but
Coach G oogins is arranging shoulder
to shoulder matches with the men’ s
varsity and freshman teams.

Intramural Fives In
Finals On Mar. J-2
Basketball is drawing to a fast close
with the final play-offs being held in the
field house March 1-2, with both night’ s
action starting at 6 :30 p.m. For these
championship games Athletic Director
Lundholm has hired officials from the
N. H. Basketball Association. As,. an
added feature this year an All-Tourna
ment team will be chosen. Serving on the
selection committee will be Mr. Lund
holm, vapsity basketball coach, Bob Kerr,
frosh basketball coach, Andy Mooradian,
and yours truly. These should be great
games, so why not try to watch a couple.
In this tournament already are Lambda
Chi (who edged-out Gibbs 49-48 in their
game), A T O , and Kappa Sigma. The
fourth team will be either Phi Mu Delta
or SAE. Both these teams will clash to
morrow to see who will represent League
B. This should be a very close game as
both teams have racked-up approximately
the same number of points against the
same opponents. But going against my
Brothers, and holding to my pre-season
prediction, I’ll take SA E by four points
Not to say that I told you so, but should
SA E win, my preseason prediction record
will be 100% right.
I’ll still stick with A T O to cop the
championship, even if they did lose last
night to Alexander by three points in a
practice game.

topping the best two out of three jumps
in the history of the meet with his second
leap of 180 feet. Dick Fields in fourth
place and Bob Hoos in seventh helped
the Cats edge out Middlebury, 99.05 to
97.7, while Dartmouth trailed with 93.65
points.
Spring weather combined with ample
snow to provide very good skiing condi
tions at the meet in Middlebury, Vt.
Riisnaes Second At Brattleboro ^
Jon Riisnaes completed his busy week
end at Brattleboro, Vt., in the annual
Brattleboro Ski Jumping Tournament,
which the high flying Art Delvin of the
Lake Placid Sno Birds won, out-scoring
Riisnaes.
Scores this week w ere:
Delvin jumped 214 and 208 feet for
(This was a re-match which Alexander
210.8 total points while Jon soared 193
and 179 feet in bis graceful “ Hands-in- had previously won but which was unddr
the-pocket” form to garner 194.0 points protest.)
in Class A Competition.
Alexander 45, Theta Chi 32.
Bob Hoos, another student at UNH,
Sigma Beta 49, Pi K A 46.
was first in Class B competion with 182.9
Alexander 66, Hetzel 35.
points. His jumps were 187 and 180 feet
Lambda Chi 41, Hunter 25.
in length.
SA E 71, Phi D Up si Ion 24.
This was the last meet for Brattleboro’s
Theta Kap 57, Fairchild 51.
native son, Mezzy Barber, who plans to
Theta Chi 44, Phi Alpha 23.
help young jumpers after retirement. Bar
Acacia 50, A G R 39.
ber, who was blown off balance in his
Lambda Chi 49, Gibbs 48.
second jump from the 65-meter hill and
Kappa Sigma 51, Pi K A 46.
placed seventh, has won 134 trophies and
A T O by forfeit over Phi Alpha.
200 medals as one of America’s outstand
Alexander 60, A T O 57, Practice.
ing jumpers for two decades.
Summaries of the Meet at Middlebury
Team Slalom — Dartmouth, 98.22; St.
Lawrence, 86.94; Middlebury, 86.67; Ver
mont, 79.72; Norwich, 76.84; Williams,
76.14; U N H , 72.12; R.P.I., 52.76.
Team Jump — New Hampshire, 99.05;
Middlebury, 97.70; Dartmouth, 93.65; St.
Lawrence, 89.07; Vermont, 83.93; Nor
wich, 81.01; Williams, 80.18; R.P.I.,
26.66..
Final Men’s Team Standings — 1.
Dartmouth,
566.06;
2.
Middlebury,
561.57; 3. Vermont, 521.80; 4. UNH,
515.52; 5. Williams, 507.72; 6. St. Law
rence, 502.25; 7. Norwich, 428.06 ; 8.
R.P.I., 275.84.
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Varsity Rifle Team Visits
Vermont and Norwich Fri.
This weekend the varsity rifle team
travels to Burlington, Vt., to match the
very capable shooters pf the University
of Vermont on Friday; and continues to
shoot a shoulder-to-shoulder match with
Norwich. This is the first overnight trip
of the team in its history, and the coach
and the squad are confident of a clean
sweep of both conflicts.
The remainder of the schedule sees the
team in matches as follow s: Feb. 26, N or
wich, away; Feb. 27, Vermont, aw ay;
Mar. 3, Oyster River Rifle Club, here;
Mar. 6, group match, here; Mar. 12,
Manchester, aw ay; Mar. 13, final matches,
unknown; April 1, University of Mass.,
away; April (date* unknown), N.R.A.
team championship and individual compe
tition, Boston.
A trip to Rhode Island is contemplated
but a date has not been set at the present
time, and three additional matches in the
Southern New England League have to be
arranged.
Recently, in a shoulder-to-shoulder en
counter with M IT, the U N H team secumbed to a much superior group of
shooters, 1407 to 1394. The M IT squad
has eonsistantly been the New England
champs'for a period of seven years. This
loss by New Hampshire drops the team’s
standing in the league to third place and
enables M IT to be in a very favorable
position to edge out Maine for the cham
pionship once again. U N H has become
a virtual dark horse for a chance in the
play-offs in April.

Lambda Chi
„Gibbs
Hunter
Acacia
AGR

(Final)
W on
4
3
2
1
0

LE A G U E B
W on
Phi Mu Delta
3
SA E
3
2
East-West
1
Engelhardt
0
sending it into the nets with a hard Phi Delta Upsilon
backhand shot. Bob Hall soon found an
LEA G U E C
opening as he received a pass from
W on
Willy Johnston and set it into the
4
nets for another U N H score. Three A T O
2
minutes later Buz Gardner sent the Alexander
2
puck past the Tech goalie on an assist Theta Chi
1
from A1 Carlsen. Hugh M cD onough, Hetzel
0
Roger Bies, and Pete Pritchard put Phi Alpha
the press on the Tech team in the last
LE A G U E D (Final)
few minutes of play but were unable
W on
to score as Tech began to g o all out
for a score. W ith a New Hampshire Kappa Sigma
5
penalty, Tech got their first score of Theta Kap
4
the evening as Bob Brophy lost his Sigma Beta
3
shut out. H ow ever, never let it be Pi K A
1
said that Bob did not try, for he did Fairchild
0
have 33 saves.
TKE
0

The varsity winter track team tied
and lost meets last week, tieing the
University of Massachusetts, 38y2-38l/2,
before falling to N ew England’s de
fending champions, Tufts, 71-46. At the
same time the freshmen dropped their
meets with the frosh squads.
A t Massachusetts, Paul Sweet’s for
ces missed the weight events, which
were not scheduled, and had to settle
for a tie with the Bay-Staters.
The situation was reversed in the
week-end meet with the Jumbos. Tufts
was still champ after taking eight first
places, including a sweep of the high
jump.
W arren Lyons and Ed Roy scored
ten points apiece for the Wildcats in
the losing cause. Lyons performed the
herculean feat of winning both the
mile and two mile runs, while Roy was
first in the shot put and 35-pound
weight events.
Don Crandall copped another first
for the Cats by running 1000 yards in
2:21.6, and Bob Church tied for first
in the pole vault, soaring ten-feet sixinches.
In the other half of the dual meet,
the Jumblets coasted to an easy win,
78V2-29V2, while sweeping four events.
Jason Chick amassed 14 points while
winning the 45-yard high hurdles and
600-yard run for the Kittens.
The varsity, who have now won one,
tied one, and lost tw o meets, have one
remaining dual meet against M IT on
Mar. 6.

A double victory this weekend would
put the Wildcat riflemen back in the com
At Syracuse University, N ew Y ork,
petition again, and the spirit is high
among all concerned to make the initial there’s a campaign underway to stop
overnight trip of the team a successful coeds from smoking while on the move
one.
across campus.

Cashmere blend sweaters regular $15.00 value

SPECIAL $12.95

League standings are as follows
LEA G U E A

Jumbos Outrun Cats
Mass Trackmen Tie

ALL SIZES A N D COLORS
Lost
0
1
2
3
4
Lost
0
0
2
3
4

BRAD

M clN T IR E

DURHAM ,NEW HA M PSH IRE

Lost
0
1
2
3
3

Y o u r fu t u r e
d e p e n d s on the

Lost
0
1
2
3
3
4

For a Better Used Car. . .
Completely Reconditioned and Fully Guaranteed
Call your local Chevrolet Dealer

RIGHT START
Join a p r o g r e s s iv e d y n a m ic
c o m p a n y that is settin g n e w
records in the electronic industry

G reat Bay M otor Company
Newmarket, N. H.

Telephone 15

Seniors and G r a d u a te Students
Openings available for:

E N G IN E E R IN G
S E N IO R S . . .
North American Aviation
Los Angeles

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS • CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
M E C H A N IC A L ENGINEERS
•
PHYSICISTS
R A Y T H E O N is a pioneer and a leader in the
electronic industry.
First to provide transistors in production quantities.
First to solve the problems of the mass production
of magnetrons.
The leading supplier of commercial radar and under
water sound equipment.
Out front in research and engineering in receiving
tubes, special purpose, klystron, cathode ray, and
magnetron tubes, digital computers, ultrasonic equip
ment, control mechanisms, radar, communications,
and TV equipment.

will interview here

Raytheon M a n u f a c t u r i n g

Company

Waltham, Massachusetts

MARCH 8

Call your College Placement O ffice for appointment
C A M P U S INTERVIEWS

\

Wednesday, March 17
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Survey Finds

Eighty Top Features Built
Into New Student Workshop
By Ellen Terry
E ighty out of eighty-five features listed as ideal in recent re
search conducted by Delta M anufacturing Com pany, are incorporated
in the new arts laboratory at U N H , popularly known as the stu
dent workshop. Open to any student or faculty member daily with
out credit or lab fees, the new shop introduces to many the latest
materials and techniques of the fast-grow in g national h obby —
w oodw orkin g, as well as graphic arts and w ork with plastics.
From the planning area with its
modern layout table, to the finishing room
with its explosion proof lighting, the
whole shop is completely unified.
Flexible
By a skillful arrangement of space and
equipment great flexibility is possible. This
is essential to the wide diversity of stu
dent projects, which in the past have

Frank A . Thompson & Son
71-75 Broadway
Dover, N.H.
Telephone 443

DESO T O

PLYM OUTH

Sales Service
"GROUCHE-SPECIAL USED CARS"
Automobiles Since 1917
BLUE SU N O C O GASOLINE

ranged all the way from a small piece of
jewelry to a 12-foot plywood sailboat
The workshop, under the direction of
Prof. Wesley F. Brett, emphasizes an
approach to woodworking, plastics and
graphic arts on the college level, and has
been carefully planned to assist students
and others in working their creative ideas
into individual projects. With this in
mind, “ ready-made” plans are not avail
able, but special time and assistance are
devoted to developing them out o f the
needs and tastes of the students.
The project finishes its tour in the
painting and finishing room, equipped
with explosion-proof lighting and storage
bins for unfinished work. Sawdust, shav
ings, etc., that have been left behind are
carried off by a new blower system.
Safety Devices
A number of safety devices are among
the shops salient features. One feature is
a centrally located master switch control
ling power to all machines, which can be
cut off instantly in case of an accident.
Accostical tile eliminates unnecessary
noise, while the additional of an intercom

Tickets for Nite of Sin
Available at Notch Hall
There is a limited number so if you
Tickets for “ Nite of Sin” are now
being given out up'at the Notch. Y our
I.D. card is necessary to obtain your
ticket and guest tickets are 10c. This
year’s theme is “ M onkey Business.”
want to participate in the ape-like an
tics, Student Union advises you to
stampede up to the N otch and get your
tickets early for the bigger and better
“ Nite of Sin.”
The talent show is still looking for
entertainment according to Jerry P ow 
ers, who is now in charge of the “ Nite
of Sin” show.
Carol Leslie is in charge of refresh
ments and she is working in conjunc
tion with the recreation committee.
Faculty lett_ers have been sent out and
returns for masters of the game tables
are rapidly coming in.
Theta Chi and Alexander are provid
ing “ big, brusing bouncers” for the
affair, while Congreve South, Alpha
X i Delta, and Chi Omega have volun
teered to be cigarette girls and coatcheck girls.
system will make the shop much less
hazardous than smilar work areas. Floor
conduits eliminate overhead dropcords or
trailing, dangerous extension cords, while
power equipment outlets are provided
every three feet around the shop.
One of the more striking safety devices
is a color scheme developed by Dupont
which reduces fatigue, eyestrain, waste and
accidents. Featured in the shop are stop
light green, which prevents glare, and
safety colors for danger areas which can
be distinguished by colorblind as well as
normal eyes.
More Space
The workshop was given increased
space with the remodeling of Hewitt Hall
this year. Approximately 200 feet of
working space is available to 18 students
at a time A separate room has been pro
vided for printing and other graphic arts.
The shop is now open Monday through
Friday from two to five p.m.
The history of the Student Workshop
goes back to 1942, when Prof. George
R. Thomas, Chairman of the Department
of the Arts, recognized the need for an
arts laboratory. Then President Fred
Engelhardt and Dean Edward Y. Blewett
gave support to the plan. Prof. Brett, who
was then an English teacher at Lisbon,
N. H., was here studying dramatics at
the time. Working on a stage set in New
Hampshire Hall, he met Prof. Thoma^
and soon found himself leading in the
organization of the new project.
Many Projects Done
Since 1942, a great variety of projects
have been done in the workshop, which
is adorned with photographs of past work.
Already completed this semester are sev
eral bookcases, a plastic and leather clock
case, radio cabinet for high fidelity com
ponents, pack rack for a hiker, a piece of
equipment for ceramics work, and some
photographic equipment.

Art Department Organizes
New Art Discussion Group

When you pause... make it count... have a Coke

A group of students and faculty mem
bers of the Arts Dept, have organized an
Art Discussion Group. This group will
meet every other week throughout the
semester to dismiss various factors under
lying the main theme which is, “ W hy The
Artist ?”
The next meeting will be heldyon Feb.
18, at 7 :30 in Hewitt Hall. Everyone is
invited to come to these meetings — being
an art student is not a -prerequisite.
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ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry
Hours 9-5
and by
Appointment
Closed W ed.

450 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.
Over Newberry's
Tel.

Eyes Exam ined

UPTOWN
Dr D O V E R

THEATRE

-* s = s

Week Beginning Friday, Feb. 26
Feb. 26-27

Thurs.-Sat.

Mar. 2-3

TORCH S O N G
In Tech nicolor

Jo a n C raw ford

M ich a e l W ild in g

Thurs.

Mar. 4

CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS
G ig Y o u n g

M a la

Powers

E. M. LOEW'S

C

I

V

Feb. 28-Mar. 2

THE BOY FROM
O KLA H O M A
W ill Rogers, Jr.

Sat.

BORDER RIVER

N a n c y O lso n

Wed.
A. J. C ro n in 's

Yvonne D e C a rlo

Kirby G ra n t

Sun.-Tues.

Feb. 28-Mar. 2

THE KEY TO THE
K IN G D O M

RIOT IN CELL BLOCK 11

G re g o ry Peck

with a cast of thousands

C O M IN G S O O N

THE ROBE
in cinem ascope

W a lte r W a n g e r 's

Wed.

Mar. 3

GLENN MILLER STORY
Jam es Stewart

June A llyson

Feb. 25

THE LONG, LO N G
TRAILER
in technicolor
Lucille Ball

Fri.-Fri.

YUKON VENGEANCE

Mar. 3

C

Ends Today

Feb. 27

Joel M c C ra e

I

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Feb. 25-26

Pinocchio

JIVARO

FOREVER FEMALE
Tues.-Wed.

UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP

THEATRE

W a lt D isn e y's

Rhonda Flemming Leonardo Lumas

Feb. 28-Mar. 1

Paul D o u g la s
G in g e r Rogers
W illiam Holden

Thurs.-Fri.

Robert Ryan

Sun.-Tues.

M atinees at 3:30

Sun.-Mon.

Feb. 25-27

ALASKA SEAS

Disney feature length cartoon

ALASKAN ESKIMO

Starting on June 20, 1953 and return
ing on Dec. 20, 1953, Miss W oodruff’s
main objectives was to observe some of
the less developed countries and to see
how they are coordinating their economic,
health, and education programs. She also
wanted to -get first hand material relat
ing to courses in international trade and
comparative economic systems.
Traveled By Air
Always traveling by air, Miss W ood
ruff’s first stop outside of the U. S. was
in Central America where she spent five
weeks in Honduras and Guatamala. While
staying with Honduranian families, she
visited schools and hospitals, observing the
work done to improve education, health
facilities, and agriculture. She also ob
served their reforestation techniques. At
present, foreigners exploit the forests, but
eventually the natives themselves will be
able to care for their own forests.
The next stop was London for three
weeks where Miss Woodruff was a dele
gate at the International Federation of
University Women’s Conference. There
she also witnessed several phases of in
dustry and government activities such as
“ new towns” .
On To Greece
Then she went on to Greece. She was
amazed at the work done by the women in
both the Near and Far East. In Greece,
where the people have been crippled by
earthquakes, they have established the

D O V ER , N. H.

Pinocchio
Also:

Miss Ruth J. W ood ru ff, A ssociate P rofessor o f E con om ics, has
recently Returned from her sabbatical leave and has enthusiastically
recounted her six month tour of Europe, southern Asia, and Australia,
H aving been to E urope on several previous ocasions, Miss W o o d ru ff
is firmly convinced that the best w ay of understanding the cultures
of foreign people is living am ong them, talking with them, and ex
changing ideas directly.

i

FRANKLIN
Fri.-Sat.

By Lee Paladina

Need A Haircut?

© 1953, The C o c a -C o la Co m pany

Durham, N. H.

Miss Ruth J. Woodruff

Prompt Service on Repairs
of all Types

SOUTH PORTLAND, AAAINE, BOTTLING COMPANY
"C o k e ” is a registered trade-mark.

ig liilM I

2062

Prescriptions Filled
BOTTLED U N DER AU TH O RITY O F THE C O C A - C O L A C O M P A N Y BY

M iss Woodruff Visited Three
Continents O n Six-M onth Tour

Desi A rn e z

“ Queen’s Fund” named after Queen Fredreika. This was efficient in the relief work
at the islands. While the parents are re
building and rehabilitating themselves in
Greece, their children are cared for in the
orphanages and schools which are sup
ported by the “ Queen’s Fund” workers.
The Y W C A started a school for social
workers and half of the graduates become
supervisors in the ‘‘Queen’s Fund” .
From Greece, Miss Woodruff traveled
to Turkey where the women were active
in government, medicine, and welfare
work. One interesting group is an inter
national service club, the Soroptimist, of
Istanbul. At Pakistan, the “All Pakistan
Women’s Association” was observed. It
operates a workshop for refugees and has
a salesroom for their products. It conducts
number of schools chiefly elementary in.
KarachL The sidewalks of the main street
of this city are the only homes and work
places of many of the people.
Saw Schools
In northern India representative of the
women’s organization there showed her
schools for the'blind and deaf, a number
of elementary day schools and evening
schools. Here too, women have taken re
sponsibility for selling the products of the
refugee craftsmen. The vast number of
refugees _ (16,000,000) is a tremendous
problem in both Pakistan and India. Miss
Woodruff visited Indian orphanges and
training schools for homeless young wom
en conducted by the “All Bengal W om 
en’s Union” .
Turkey and India
What seemed to be most impressive was
the way in which both Turkey and India
are rapidly progressing and yet are so
different from our Western civilization.
They have a live Point Four Program o f
Technical Aid from the U.S. which is a
tremendous help. In India there is a strong
spirit of nationalism. The people feel that
the government can’t do everything, so by
setting up schools and clinics in their
own homes, the women do what they can
to make India independent.
Eager To Learn
Another interesting feature was the
eagerness for education everywhere re
gardless o f inconvencience. Many times
classes are conducted late at night, under
street lights because people have no other
time to learn. They are interested in the
way America got started 100 years ago
since they realize they aren’t up to our
standards yet. “ They have the necessary
(continued on page 7)

Feb. 26-Mar. 5

Marilyn Monroe
Betty G ra b le

Lauren Bacall

H O W TO MARRY A
MILLIONAIRE
in technicolor
and cinem ascope

C O M IN G S O O N

KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND
TABLE
in cinem ascope

C O L O N IA L
THURS., FRI., SAT. —
W a lt

Disney's

PO RT SM O U TH
TEL. 847

FEB. 25, 26, 27
W onderful

PIN O CCH IO
T E C H N IC O L O R —
7 D A Y S!

7 H A PP Y S O N G S

SU N.-SAT.

FEB. 28-MAR. 6

First Time in Technicolor
First Time in N -E-W 3-D!
M A R T IN A N D LE W IS
In

M ONEY FROM HOME
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Majorettes Appearing A t Basketball Game

Hotel Ad. Installs New Program
To Include Duo Hotel Approach
By Neil Sherman

An approach to hotel administration
that includes both the resort type of
hotel and the standard small city and
town hotel is the keynote to the varied
program planned for the hotel adminis
tration department, under the chair
manship of Professor Raym ond R.
Starke.
In follow ing this plan, he has includ
ed in this year’s program, speakers that
represent both types of hotels.- A
partial list of the program for this
semester includes:
Feb. 23, James
M cFate, manager of the Hanover Inn;
March 2, Leonard Scalzi, manager of
the Viking Hotel, Newport, R.I., a
representative member of the A.H .C.,
an organization of 45 small American
hotels; March 3, Professor Donald
Chapman of the geology department,
will show slides of the hotels _of
N orw ay; March 16, Charles B. W hite,
training supervisor of the Eastern H il
T W F N T Y -F IV E M A STE R T W IR L E R S will appear at the University of Massachusetts, U N H basketball game
ton Hotels.
in the Field House this Saturday, the twenty-seventh. Ranging in age from five to seventeen years, the girls come from
On May 11, Richard Edgerton, presi
aVover Mass and N Y . states. Known as “ The Joanettes” , the girls have competed and won several twirling com dent of the New Hampshire H otel
petitions Some of the girls have also won trophies competing alone. Mrs. Joan Downing of Weymouth, Mass., who Association will be the speaker. Mr.
is living on College Rd., at present, is the supervisor of the group._____________
Edgerton is the manager of the Craw
ford House at Crawford Natch and is
Missionary
To
Lecture
also president of the Florida H otel
Dover Laconia Winners
Association, the only man to serve as
The Rev. Father John A. Fisher, a president of this organization m more
Maryknoll Mlssioner will give an illus than one state at the same time.
Off-Campus Activities For ’54
trated lecture at 7 :30 p.m., Feb. 25, in
Off-campus activities for the com 
the St. Thomas More Church Hall. His
H otel For a
talk will provide a new idea on world ing semester include:
peace, and will be illustrated by colored Day, held this year on March 20 at the
Sheraton-Biltmore H otel in Provi
Final eliminations for the New ceived certificates of merit. Plans are not slides. Everybody is invited.
dence, R. I., when 20 hotel administra
Hampshire Speech Contest brought yet released for the New England Speech
tion majors take over the jobs of the
hundreds of high school students from C-ontest, to be held later in the spring for
regular hotel employees; and the New
all over the stdte to U N H . College stu the state winners.
Woodruff . . . .
England H otel Exposition on April 28
Future Events
dents recommended by the speech divi
(continued from page 6)
at the Statler H otel in Boston.
sion of the English Department acted
Future events in New Hampshire de
enthusiasm to progress, said Miss W ood
The students also attend the month
as judges for the sections.
bating circles include the Novice Debate,
ruff, “ and in many fields are doing so ly meetings of the D over chapter of the
for
high
school
freshman
debating
teams,
Winners
Junior Greeters Association. In addi
rapidly.
W inners in the various divisions in slated for March 6. The State Debate
tion, the national H otel Sales Manag
Other
places
toured
were
Burma,
Thai
tournament
to
determine
the
champion
cluded: serious declamation, tied by
ers Association meets each Fall before
Michael Binette, Laconia, and Margar ships will be held February 27. The three land, Singapore, Indonesia, and Austra Thanksgiving in Boston, giving the
et Johnson, D over; humorous declama outstanding speakers will receive Uf'lH lia with a brief stop at the Fiji Islands students a further opportunity to hear
tion, Michael Binette, Laconia; Boys scholarships. There will also be a debate and Honolulu. At the conclusion of her discussions of the nationwide prob
extemporaneous, Ronald Snow, L aco for two-men teams with a trophy for the trip, Miss Woodruff spent three weeks at lems of hotel managers.
the University of California.
nia; girls’ extemporaneous, Pat Thom p- winner.
son, D over; improptu, Donald Stod
dard, D over; original oratory, Carol
Saint-Jean, Laconia; Extemporaneous
speaking tie, Barry Hughes, Laconia,
and Terrance Hedges, Merrimac.
Ran Contest
Janet Towle was retained by the ex
tension service to run the contest. Judg
ing was conducted all day and selections
made by gradual' elimination. V mners re
ceived gold trophies while runers-up re-

High School Speakers Attend
State Contest Finals Here

Professor Starke has stressed the
fact that since New Hampshire is pri
marily a resort state, the hotels and
inns derive most of their income from
tourists and vacationers.
W ith this
fact in mind, much of the emphasis in
the hotel administration curricular is
placed on the design and management
of this type of hotel. The curricular at
the present time is a prescribed one
that includes chemistry and mathe
matics. Professor Starke stated that
though there are few electives for his
students, he feels that the present cur
riculum includes subjects that are of
great importance to future hotel mana
gers and employees.
Hotel Dept. Grows Fast
The hotel administration department
at U N H began before W orld W ar II
with only four students the first year.
The number of hotel majors has grow n
each year, and in 1950, had almost 100
declared majors. For the last tw o years
there have been about 60 students in
the department from freshmen to seni
ors.
Between 16 and 20 seniors graduated
as H otel Administration M ajors in
1952 and 1953. The majority of these
graduates, says Professor Starke, are
immediately inducted into the Armed
Forces.
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If you have your degree, or expect to receive it within
six months, you may apply for a commission in the
Women’s Medical Specialist Corps. You will be given an
approved course in the field of your choice, and be
assigned to duty as a qualified dietitian, physical therapist
or occupational therapist.
Begin a life that is rich in satisfaction and
accomplishment. Serve with the best as one of the best
in the Women's Medical Specialist Corps. Fill out
this coupon today!

tory courses in the biological and physical sciences and psychology.
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Little Nepotism Found
(continued from page 1)
the yearbook’s constitution, however, _ a
maximum of $2000 can be distributed, with
the editorship of Carleton Cross. Under
the remainder going into a reserve fund.
This meant that editor received $400
in return for his work, at 20% of undis
tributed profits, the committee found.
Asked by the committee how much
work the staff put in in return for their
money, Merritt estimated 20 hours per
week for the editor of The New Hamp
shire. Calvin Canney, editor of the Gran
ite, stated that it was “ impossible to tell.”
How Picked
H ow were the staff members picked,
that one fraternity could nail down such a
profitable job?, the committee wanted to
know.
“ The retiring staff picks the members
for the coming year,” Canney said.
Question: “ What are the constitutional
provisions for membership?”
Answer: “ There are none.”

Freshman Camp . . .
(continued from page 1)
of the policy board, will continue as a
member of the board, while Miss Norma
Farrar succeeds him in the chairmanship.
Miss Farrar was recently appointed co
ordinator of religious activities on the
campus.
Charles Phillips ’56 has been appointed
business manager for the camp.
Camp Counsellors
Those chosen as counselors from the
class of 1955 are Margy Helfrich, Kent
Keith, Clark McDermith, James Merritt,
Dorothy Meserve, Janet Newman, Rich
ard Shepardson, David Shonting, Evelyn
Suutari, and Leslie Williams.
Members of the class of 1956 include
Donald Atwell, John Chadbourne, Car
olyn Curtis, John Dodge, Peter Dunlop,
Virginia Eames, Judith Franks, Stuart
Gilman, Marjorie Hancock, Nancy Har
per, Nathalie Henley, John Hill, Jack
Hoey, Peter Hood, Elizabeth Johnson,
Robert Keene, Patricia Mahoney, Mau
reen Manning and Barbara Entwistle.
Other sophomores appointed to the
staff are Joan McLaughlin, Jean Millane,
Robert Page, John Perlowski, Charles
Phillips, Peter Pritchard, Betty Ann Ra
ders, Janet Rusby, Mary Louise Sprague,
Patricia Towle, Dorothea Vlahakos and
Richard Wilson.
Appointed from the class of 1957 were
Alison Akins, Janet Bergfors, Alice

Meader’s
Flower Shop

Q : “ How many paid members are on
the staff?”
A : “ Fourteen.”
Q : “ Isn’t that a rather small staff?”
A : “ Most of the people have someone
working with them — someone they know
or somebody that is interested in the job.
Then there are the ‘heelers!”
Q : “Do you usually have enough mem
bers to take care of all the work?”
A : “ Yes.”
In reply to an earlier question, Canney
told the board that “ there are usually
certain positions for which there are no
candidates in April, in which case the
editor appoints someone to fill the positons . . . They are in there by appoint
ment.”
The committee said that the replies
from both organizations were “ satisfac
tory” , and thanked the editors for their
cooperation.
Committee chairman Steen will make a
progress report before the Student Sen
ate at its next regular meeting, on Mon
day night.

Dr. Paul Williams Appearing
A t C O R IC L ; Invitations O u t

680 O N THE DIAL

8:00
8:01
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:00
12:00

Monday, March 1
Sign On
The Music R oom
The Sports Spot
Broadway in Re.view
P rof’s A t the Piano
Music from Broadway
Melodies in Music
Music Till Midnight
Sign O ff

By Neil Sherman
Dr. J. Paul W illiam s, head of the department of religion at Mt.
H olyok e college and author of the recent book “ W h at Am ericans
Believe and H o w T h ey W orsh ip ” has just accepted the assignment
as the second speaker at the fourth annual conference on R eligion in
C ollege L ife to be held at R ollin g R idge, N orth A ndover, Mass., on
A pril 24 and 25.

Tuesday, March 2
Sign On
The Music R oom
Y our Star Tim e
Man W ith A Mike
Music For Y ou
The French Club Presents
Music Till Midnight
Sign O ff

8:00
8:01
8:30
8:45
9:00
10:00
10:30
12:00
Breen, Julius Butler, Derek Canfield,
David Chamberlain, Judy Cochrane, Eli
Wednesday, March 3
zabeth Downer, Frank Hammond, W ill 8:00 Sign On
iam Houle, Stephen Jesseman, Arden
8:01 The Music R oom
Jones, Warner Jones, Caleb Marshall,
Gail McAllister, Arthur McKee, Mary 8:30 T o Be Announced
Lou Parkhurst, Caroline Sullivan, and 8:45 Broadway In Review
9:00 Eyes On The Skies
Egils Veverbrants.
9:15 American Cancer Society
10:00 W estern Roundup
M.E.N.C. Holds Elections
10:30 Music Till Midnight
12:00 Sign Off
A t the last meeting of student chapter
of the M.E.N.C., Feb. 16, the following
Sock Hdp
members were elected to office: president,
George Clark; vice president, Ed Flana
There will be a Sock Dance this
gan; secretary, Suzanne Bowman, treas Saturday night, Feb. 27, at the Notch
urer, Phil Darby.
and Student Union urges everyone to
come up and join the fun.
The Social Committee, headed by
Faculty Variety Show To
Carolyn Curtis, will provide refresh
ments consisting of popcorn and tonic.
Help Campus Chest Drive
Helping to raise “ Three Grand for a
Helping Hand” in coordination with the
Campus Chest drive, the professors and
instructors of this institution will gather
at New Hampshire Hall on Monday,
March 15, to entertain the student body
with their annual variety show.
The highlights of the evening will be a
one-act play, a quartette, a piano solo, a
lecture by Professor John Karas, and a
number of other acts now being organized.
The entire production is under the di
rection of Mr. Vincent DeBaun of the
English Department, with Senior Skulls
supplying the technical crew.
Admission will be 50c.

WE m

Flowers for all occasions
Corsages a Specialty

HOW THE STARS
GOT STARTED,.,

(continued from page 2)
the witness before he is called upon to
answer” , and in which there is no op
portunity to cross-examine other wit
nesses. Still further the Dean reminds
us that in claiming the right of the
Fifth Amendmnt the witness must re
main silent on all questions, for to
answer one question is to deny himself
the right of silence on all others.
Thus, says Dean Griswold, although
the practical wisdom of invoking this
right may be questioned, the legal,
and very often the moral right to in
voke it may not.
Dean Griswold’s
speech, together with a first-rate his
tory of the Fifth Amendment in prac
tice may be found in the Christian
Science M onitor for February 15, 1954,
pp 9 and 10-A. It is a classic.

Noted as an outstanding teacher and
author, in the field o f religion, Dr. W ill
iams classifies himself as a liberal, sym
pathetic to the views of science. Together
with Dr. Robert M cAfee Brown of Union
Seminary, this offers a challenge and
comparison of viewpoints at the forth
coming conference, according to Ted Cole,
co-chairman of this years’ steering com
mittee.
Invitations Out
Student invitations have just reached
the entire university student body over
the signature of Robert Pilon. Cards sig
nifying interest may be returned by March
1, in order to he turned over to the invi
tations committee. It has been announced
that 120 people will be invited this year,
a ratio of approximately 30 faculty mem
bers to* 90 students, the maximum capaci
ty of the Rolling Ridge Conference Cen
ter.
Faculty Enthusiastic
An enthusiastic response to the faculty
invitation- makes certain that this will be
one of the most successful conferences in
recent years. The theme is “ What Makes
Life Worth Living” and the purpose is
“for the mutual exchange and evaluation
of one’s philosophy of life” , in response
to the challenge afforded by the guest re
ligious leaders.

Father Nov/Ian Addressed
Newman Club Recently

Age of Fear . . .
(continued from page 2)
tion finding new truths. Churchmen, deciples to God, have themselves conformed
to society instead of to God’s tenements.
When in the history of religion did God
ever say to his prophets, “ there shall only
be white Christians?” , and yet, in the
South, a Negro is not allowed in a Jewish,
Catholic, or Protestant church. - If reli
gion is infiltrated with prejudice then, how
can we expect liberal minded people to
emerge from a Sunday service tolerant unafrain and open-minded ? The truth is, we
can’t.
/ S / Ruth Miller ’57
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“heDCeto Hampshire
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The Reverand Father Edward Nowlan,
S.J., Ph.D., Regent of the School of
Social Service at Boston College, spoke
here _Thursday, February 18, under the
auspices of Newman Club. His topic was
“ Psychological Factors in Personality
Adjustments.”
Father Nowlan was educated in Jesuit
colleges in this cpuntry and in Europe.
He received a dottorate in psychology
from Harvard/

S E E P A U L 'S
for your
Watch Headache!
P A U L S Jewelry
CENTRAL AVENUE
DOVER

'W HEN I CHANGED TO CAMELS,
I FOUND I WAS ENJOYING
SMOKING MORE THAN EVER 1
CAMELS HAVE A WONDERFUL
FLAVOR... AND JUST THE RIGHT
M IL D N E S S ["

Lovely Hollywood Star
M AU REEN O 'H A RA says:
“My first stage appearance
was at age 5 —between acts
in a school play—reading a
poem. I’ve literally lived acting
ever since! First, in clubs,
churches, amateur theatricals.
I was on the radio at 1 2 ; in the
Abbey Theatre at 14 — had j
my first screen test at 17.
£
Acting is hard work —
but I love it ! ”

START SMOKING CAMELS YOURSELF!
Make the 30-day Camel Mildness Test.
Smoke only Camels for 30 days. See for
yourself why Camels’ cool mildness and rich
flavor agree with more people than
any other cigarette!
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